Illegal Animal Fighting

Equipment Photos
Equipment Used for Training and Fighting: **Dogs**

- **Treadmill:** A devise with a rotational platform. The dog is usually harnessed in the treadmill and encouraged to run by placing a small bait animal or animal skin out of the dog’s reach.
The Pit or Ring

- Walls and floor (carpet in this case) are stained with blood.
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- **Jenny a.k.a. Catmill:** A devise with one or more spokes rotating on a center shaft. It is similar to a horse walker. The dog is harnessed in the device and encouraged to run by placing bait out of reach.
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- **Springpoles:** A device with an animal hide or rubber tube hung form a pole or tree. The dog bites and hangs off the ground. Weights can be added to the dog’s neck for strength conditioning.
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- **Breaking sticks a.k.a. parting sticks**: A wedge shaped stick used to break the hold of the dog during a fight. They are usually made of wood or plastic. Teeth marks, blood stains or hair embedded on the stick may be visible upon examination.
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- **Medical and First Aid Equipment:** Most trainers have medical equipment and antibiotics to repair lacerations and tears.
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- Wood breaking stick
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- **Training Muffs:** Small padded objects resembling mini boxing gloves. Used for training and sparring matches.
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- **Spurs, gaffs or blades:** Metal or plastic objects placed on the cocks leg over the snubbed natural spur. They are designed to inflict serious injury to an opponent.
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- **Lunge Line:** An elastic device tied to one leg to exercise and promote endurance.

A variety of other methods are used for strengthening and endurance.
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- Medical supplies
- Scales